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Robust Intervention in Probabilistic
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Abstract—Probabilistic Boolean networks (PBNs) have been
recently introduced as a paradigm for modeling genetic regulatory
networks. One of the objectives of PBN modeling is to use the
network for the design and analysis of intervention strategies
aimed at moving the network out of undesirable states, such as
those associated with disease, and into desirable ones. To date,
a number of intervention strategies have been proposed in the
context of PBNs. However, all these techniques assume perfect
knowledge of the transition probability matrix of the PBN. Such
an assumption cannot be satisfied in practice since the presence
of noise and the availability of limited number of samples will
prevent the transition probabilities from being accurately deter-
mined. Moreover, even if the exact transition probabilities could
be estimated from the data, mismatch between the PBN model and
the actual genetic regulatory network will invariably be present.
Thus, it is important to study the effect of modeling errors on the
final outcome of an intervention strategy and one of the goals of
this paper is to do precisely that when the uncertainties are in
the entries of the transition probability matrix. In addition, the
paper develops a robust intervention strategy that is obtained by
minimizing the worst-case cost over the uncertainty set.

Index Terms—Control of biological networks, estimation errors,
robust dynamic programming, robust minimax control, perturba-
tion bounds.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE sequencing of various genomes over the last decade
has given a remarkable boost to genomic studies. The

improved understanding of the genomes of various organisms,
along with advances in microarray technology, have provided
us with enormous opportunities for the mathematical modeling
of biological networks. There are two major objectives for
modeling of genetic regulatory networks: first, to better under-
stand the intergene interactions and relationships on a holistic
level, thereby facilitating the diagnosis of disease; and second,
to design and analyze therapeutic intervention strategies for
shifting the state of a diseased network from an undesirable
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location to a desirable one. The first objective falls within the
scope of the field known as Systems Biology, while the second
objective falls within the scope of the field known as Systems
Medicine. Systems medicine approaches that make use of
genome based systems engineering fall within the scope of the
field known as Translational Genomics. This paper focuses on
a problem that arises in Translational Genomics.

In order to set the stage for introducing this problem, we next
present a broad overview of the steps involved in the modeling
and control of genetic networks. These steps are shown in Fig. 1.
The first step consists of data extraction, which basically in-
volves signal acquisition, the signals in this case being the ex-
pression levels of various genes of interest. The next step de-
noted by involves the discretization of these gene expression
levels. Obviously, this step is not required if we are interested
in arriving at a continuous model such as a differential equation
model. On the other hand, this step would be crucial for discrete
models such as Boolean networks (BNs) [1]–[3], probabilistic
Boolean networks (PBNs) [4], [5] and Bayesian networks [6],
all of which have been proposed as models for genetic regula-
tory networks. The next step denoted by B involves the selection
of a small set of genes to be used in constructing the genetic reg-
ulatory network. This step is necessary because of at least two
reasons: first, building a network of thousands of genes would
require an inordinately large amount of data for inference pur-
poses, not to mention the computational intractability of the re-
sulting network; and second, while modeling a particular bio-
logical pathway only a few genes may be playing an important
role. Having selected the genes, the next step is the actual con-
struction of the network, and a number of approaches can be
used to carry out such construction [7]–[9].

Since systems biology is focussed on understanding the de-
tailed molecular interactions that contribute to the functioning
of a cell, a genetic regulatory network designed for facilitating
such an understanding must necessarily mimic the actual
biological interactions in as much detail as possible. On the
other hand, in translational genomics the focus is on developing
therapeutic interventions, and the network used for this purpose
can be a coarse representation of the biological phenomena
occurring at the molecular level as long as it has the capability
to faithfully capture the overall effects of intervention that
are manifested at the phenotypic (observational) level. Such a
coarse model can then be used to develop and evaluate suitable
(control) strategies for therapeutic intervention. PBNs (PBNs),
which constitute one class of coarse models, have been used in
recent years to carry out such intervention studies [10]–[14].

From Fig. 1, it is clear that errors made during data extrac-
tion, discretization, gene selection and network generation will
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Fig. 1. Basic steps involved in modeling and control of genetic networks. (A) Extraction of gene expression data (A ) discretization of the Data. (B) Selection
of genes to build the network. (C) Generate network from the available data and prior biological knowledge. (D) Intervention in the network with the objective of
moving the network from undesirable to desirable states.

all propagate downstream and impact the actual success of the
designed intervention strategy. Indeed, if the designed interven-
tion approach is to have any hope of succeeding in practice, its
outcome must possess some degree of “robustness” or insensi-
tivity to the errors that will invariably propagate down to the in-
tervention design stage from steps further upstream. The study
of the effect on intervention1 outcome of the errors propagating
from the different upstream steps is an important open problem
in translational genomics. In this paper, we focus on a special
subproblem where it is assumed that the combined effect of the
errors propagating from the different stages manifests itself as
uncertainty in the transition probabilities of the network, and
the robustness of the intervention strategies is to be studied with
respect to this uncertainty. With respect to Fig. 1, this corre-
sponds to determining how the uncertainties in Step C impact
the outcome of the intervention strategy designed in Step D.
Besides error propagation, uncertainties arise due to the inverse
problem of system identification being an ill-posed problem. We
will also examine how one can go about designing an interven-
tion strategy that optimizes the worst-case performance index
over a given uncertainty class.

To date, a number of approaches have been proposed in the
literature for carrying out interventions in PBNs [10]–[15]. Of
these, the one proposed in [14] is of particular relevance for
translational genomics since it seeks to shift the steady-state
mass of the PBN from undesirable states to desirable ones. Since
it is believed that the steady-state behavior of a PBN is in-
dicative of the phenotype [3], it is likely that alterations in the
steady-state behavior of the PBN would translate into changes at
the phenotypic level. Moreover, the scheme of [14] makes use
of stationary policies which are more easily impementable. In
that paper, we have used gene expression data from melanoma
studies to demonstrate the feasibility of altering the steady-state

1The goal of the intervention strategy is to move the network from undesirable
states (such as states representative of cancer) to normal states.

distribution of a PBN from states assumed to be representa-
tive of metastatic cancer to nonmetastatic states. However, such
alteration in steady-state behavior was achieved under the as-
sumption that the transition probability matrix of the PBN is
known. Such an assumption will not be satisfied for reasons
that we have already articulated. Instead, while the intervention
strategy would have to be designed based on an estimated net-
work with a transition probability matrix , in practice it would
be applied to the actual network whose transition probability
differs from . One of the goals of this paper is to examine how,
for a given intervention policy, the mismatch between and
affects the steady-state distribution of the controlled PBN. A
second objective is to examine how, given a characterization of
the mismatch between and , one can design an optimal in-
tervention strategy that minimizes the cost (or penalty function)
corresponding to the worst-case uncertainty from the particular
uncertainty set. Although worst-case (minimax) designs tend to
be inherently conservative, a worst-case approach is reasonable
here since in translational genomics, one is dealing with life and
death situations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formally
define BNs and PBNs. In Section III, we examine how the
perturbations in the probability transition matrix of an uncon-
trolled PBN affect the steady-state distribution resulting from
the application of a given stationary intervention policy to that
PBN. In one case, an analytical perturbation bound is derived,
and in other cases, studies are carried out via simulations. In
Section IV, we consider context-sensitive PBNs with perturba-
tion and examine a number of different possibilities by which
uncertainties can arise in the probability transition matrix of
such a PBN. Section V presents the design of optimal inter-
vention strategies for the worst-case scenario. Three different
characterizations of the uncertainty are considered. Section VI
presents two examples of minimax (worst-case) intervention
design. Finally, Section VII contains some concluding remarks.
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II. BNS AND PBNS

In this section, we briefly define BNs and PBNs. For a more
detailed and motivated development, the reader is referred to
[3], [5].

A BN on genes is defined by a set of nodes/
genes , , , and a list

, of Boolean functions, ,
. Each node represents the state/expression of the

gene , where means that gene is OFF and
means that gene is ON. The function is called the pre-
dictor function for gene . Updating the states of all genes in

is done synchronously at every time step according to their
predictor functions. A PBN consists of a set of nodes/genes

, , ,
and a set of vector-valued network functions, , gov-
erning the state transitions of the genes, each network func-
tion being of the form , where

, . In most appli-
cations, the discretization is either binary or ternary and in this
paper we will use binary, i.e., . The choice of which net-
work function to apply is governed by a selection procedure.
Specifically, at each time point a random decision is made as to
whether to switch the network function for the next transition,
with the probability of a switch being a system parameter. If
a decision is made to switch the network function, then a new
function is chosen from among , with the proba-
bility of choosing being the selection probability . In other
words, each network function determines a BN and the PBN
behaves as a fixed BN until a random decision (with probability
) is made to change the network function according to the prob-

abilities from among . The PBN just
described is called a context-sensitive PBN. In the special case
when , the network function is switched at every time point
and the PBN is called an instantaneously random PBN. We con-
sider context-sensitive PBNs with perturbation, meaning that at
each time point there is a probability of any gene flipping its
value uniformly randomly. Since there are genes, the proba-
bility of there being a random perturbation at any time point is

. The state space of the network together with
the set of network functions, in conjunction with transitions be-
tween the states and network functions, determines a Markov
chain. The random perturbation makes the Markov chain irre-
ducible, meaning that it has the possibility of reaching any state
from any other state and that it possesses a steady-state distri-
bution.

The state vector at any time step is essentially an -digit
binary number whose decimal equivalent is given
by

(1)

As ranges from to , takes on all
values from 0 to . Instead of the vector , one could
equivalently consider to be the state of the network at time

so that the new state space becomes .

III. PERTURBATIONS FOR THE STEADY-STATE DISTRIBUTION

OF A CONTROLLED PBN

We are interested in studying the effect of mismatch between
and on the steady state of the controlled PBN. Conse-

quently, we would like to derive perturbation bounds, which in
this context, refer to bounds on the shift of the steady state dis-
tribution resulting from the mismatch. Before trying to derive
any perturbation bounds, let us make a simple observation con-
cerning the probability transition matrix of a controlled PBN.
Note that the only kind of interventions that have been pro-
posed to date in the literature are restricted to flipping the ex-
pression status of one or more control genes. For such interven-
tion strategies, it is always possible to relate the transition prob-
ability matrices of the controlled and uncontrolled PBNs, via a
linear transformation, as we explain next.

Let denote the estimated probability transition matrix cor-
responding to the PBN of interest and suppose this PBN has
binary control inputs where refers to the status
of the th control gene with signifying that the th con-
trol gene is to be flipped.2 If we apply a stationary policy, i.e., a
policy dependent only on the current state and not on the time, to
the Markov Chain , the rows of the controlled transition prob-
ability matrix will be a collection of selected rows from .
This is due to the fact that the flipping of genes actually forces
the Markov Chain to start from another initial state. To clearly
understand this, let us look at a concrete example.

Example III.1: Suppose we have a network with seven genes,
three of which, namely genes 1, 2, and 3 are control genes. This
means that here. Suppose that the stationary policy for
state 0000001 (corresponding to the decimal number 1) is 101,
i.e., flip gene 1, leave gene 2 as is, and flip gene 3. This im-
plies that if we are currently at state 0000001, application of
the stationary policy will reinitialize the state to 1010001 (cor-
responding to the decimal number 81). Therefore, in the con-
trolled transition probability matrix , the transition probabil-
ities of going from state 1 to each of the other states will be
the same as the transition probabilities of going from state 81
to each of those states in the original uncontrolled network with
transition probability matrix .

From the above example, it is clear that when the class of
allowed interventions is restricted to the flipping of genes, the
application of a stationary policy converts the uncontrolled tran-
sition probability matrix to a controlled transition probability
matrix where and are related by and rep-
resents a matrix which has only one nonzero entry of 1 in each
row. If the stationary policy is of no control, then clearly ,
the identity matrix. For Example III.1, the second row of T con-
sists of all zeros except for the 82nd entry which is 1.

Let and denote the stationary distribution vectors cor-
responding to the transition matrices and , respectively.
Since the probability transition matrix has been estimated
from data, there can be some errors in estimation. Let denote
the actual transition matrix of the genetic network and let de-
note the controlled transition probability matrix that results from

2Here flipping refers to toggling the value of the gene, i.e., changing 1 to 0
and 0 to 1.
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the application of the stationary policy on . Let and de-
note the stationary distributions of and , respectively. Our
goal is to study the change based on the knowledge of
and some characterization of the estimation error .
Let us summarize the notation and relationships introduced so
far:

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi) .
For two Markov Chains with transition probabilities and
and sharing a common state space, the difference between

the two stationary distributions can be bounded by
where or and are some constants and
refers to the th norm of the vector and

denotes the norm of the error matrix which is equivalent
to the maximum absolute row sum of . The constants are
usually referred to as condition numbers and several of them
have been studied in the literature. Obviously, some of the con-
dition numbers will yield tighter bounds than the others and [16]
gives a nice comparison of the available bounds. Initial studies
of steady-state distributions of PBNs using condition numbers
were carried out in [10] but steady-state distributions under con-
trol were not considered in that reference. Here, we will prove
a theorem for a particular condition number studied by Seneta
[17]. For a given transition probability matrix , this condition
number called the ergodicity coefficient is defined by

(2)

where denotes the -dimensional column vector having all
entries equal to one. Equivalent definitions are

(3)

and

(4)

where refers to the th row and th column entry of matrix .
These two definitions are more useful for the purpose of compu-
tational evaluation. In [17], the ergodicity coefficient was used
to obtain a bound on the perturbation in the steady-state distri-
bution due to perturbations in the transition probability matrix.
More specifically, it was shown that if , then

(5)

Here, we will use the above result to obtain an analytical bound
on the perturbations in the controlled steady-state distributions
that could result from perturbations in the uncontrolled proba-
bility transition matrix.

A. Analytical Result Involving the Ergodicity Coefficient

Theorem III.2: Let and be two compatible probability
transition matrices with . Then

(6)

Proof: The proof is accomplished by showing
(i) if then , i.e.,

; and
(ii) .

From our earlier discussion, for the class of interventions that
have been used for PBNs, we can write where
is a stochastic matrix with each row containing only a single
nonzero entry of 1. According to [18]

(7)

Thus, in our case . From (4), it is clear
that ergodicity coefficient of a stochastic matrix is less than or
equal to 1 and, hence

(8)

Thus, from (5), it follows that:

(9)

To prove the second part, we consider

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

In view of (13), it follows that the rows of are selected from
the rows of and, hence, (maximum absolute row sum
of ) . Thus, from (9), it follows that (6) holds, and
this completes the proof.

There are other available perturbation bounds in the litera-
ture and some of them are tighter than the ergodicity coeffi-
cient bound. The reason for emphasizing the ergodicity coef-
ficient bound here is that the kind of analytical result proved in
the above theorem can be derived only for this bound. We will
show with the help of simulations that the most effective pertur-
bation bound (to be defined shortly) for the steady-state distri-
bution of the controlled probability transition matrix can some-
times be greater than the corresponding perturbation bound for
the steady-state distribution of the original uncontrolled proba-
bility transition matrix. The inequality in (8) implies that if the
Markov Chain corresponding to an uncontrolled genetic net-
work has a small ergodicity coefficient bound, then the corre-
sponding controlled Markov Chain will also have an ergodicity
coefficient that is bounded by the same bound. Consequently, if
a stationary policy is designed from an estimated Markov Chain
that is “close” to the actual one for the network, then this policy
when applied to the actual network will produce results that are
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close to the desired outcome, as far as the steady-state behaviour
is concerned.

As already mentioned, there are several condition numbers
other than the ergodicity coefficient that can be found in the
literature. These perturbation bounds are mostly stated in terms
of the fundamental matrix or the group inverse of .
The fundamental matrix of the Markov Chain with transition
probability matrix is defined by

(14)

where . The group inverse of is the unique
square matrix satisfying the relationships

(15)

The currently available condition numbers for bounding the 1
and norms of the perturbations in the steady-state distribu-
tions are [16]

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

Here, the bound involves the ergodicity coefficient.

B. Simulation Studies for Different Perturbation Bounds

Some of the large transition matrices encountered in ge-
nomics tend to be sparse and the perturbation bound based
on the ergodicity coefficient is not very sharp for them. Ac-
cordingly, we will first report some simulation results for
perturbation bounds using smaller networks of four genes (i.e.,
networks having states). For generating the networks
for these simulations, we have used the data from melanoma
cell lines which were previously used by us in several papers,
e.g., [11]–[14]. The seven gene networks considered in those
references were reduced to four gene networks using the reduc-
tion mapping algorithm given in [19].

For the simulations, we generated a number of PBNs con-
sisting of four genes and calculated their perturbation bounds.
The PBNs were then operated upon by a random stationary
policy matrix and the new perturbation bounds were calcu-
lated. In all the cases, the perturbation bound was found to
be smaller for the controlled transition matrices as compared to
that for the original uncontrolled transition matrix.

In Fig. 2, we show the ergodicity coefficient perturbation
bounds of the original uncontrolled PBNs as gray bars
for 10 different generated PBNs. The blue stars represent the
ergodicity coefficient perturbation bounds for where is a
randomly generated stationary policy matrix.

Fig. 2. Perturbation bound k for 10 different PBNs (represented in gray) and
the stars represent perturbation bounds for random stationary policies applied
to the PBNs.

Fig. 3. Perturbation bound k for 10 different PBNs (represented in green) and
the stars represent perturbation bounds for random stationary policies applied
to the PBNs.

As shown in [16], the perturbation bound is one of the
tighest bounds.

Fig. 3 shows the perturbation bound for different simula-
tions. From Fig. 3, it is clear that in this case, the perturbation
bound for some randomly generated stationary policy matrices

can exceed the corresponding bound for the original un-
controlled probability transition matrix , although this situ-
ation is not very common.

The simulation studies for validating a number of control ap-
proaches that we proposed earlier were performed on a network
of 7 genes containing WNT5A. To maintain uniformity, we built
PBNs for the same seven genes and Fig. 4 shows the perturba-
tion bound for a particular set of 80 simulations. The bars
represent the perturbation bounds for the uncontrolled transi-
tion matrix and the stars represent the perturbation bounds
for the controlled transition matrix . The stationary policy
corresponding to represents the same objective as in [14], i.e.,
downregulating the gene WNT5A and using a discounted cost
infinite horizon approach. We should note that the perturbation
bounds for the uncontrolled PBN with transition probability
matrix and the controlled PBN with transition probability ma-
trix are quite similar. We performed a number of other sim-
ulations and all of them led to the same conclusions.
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Fig. 4. Perturbation bound k for 80 different PBNs (represented in green)
and the stars represent perturbation bounds for stationary policies applied to the
PBNs. Here the number of genes is 7.

The reason behind highlighting these perturbation bounds is
that they give us a measure of the maximum change in the
steady-state distributions. If for instance, the estimated transi-
tion matrix of a gene regulatory network has a small pertur-
bation bound , then we can rest assured that the steady-state

of the actual gene regulatory network controlled by a
stationary policy will be close to the steady-state of the
gene regulatory network controlled by the same stationary
policy . Thus for intervention strategies where the steady-state
distribution is a measure of the effectiveness of the intervention,
the perturbation bounds can provide a good estimate of the out-
come of the control strategy. In the case of a PBN whose pertur-
bation bound is high, the perturbation bound can be used
to give us some idea of the uncertainty involved. As shown by
simulations, the difference between the values of for the orig-
inal uncontrolled probability transition matrix and the con-
trolled probability transition matrix is quite small, and for
this reason the uncertainty in the steady-state distribution after
application of the stationary policy will be approximately the
same as the uncertainty in the steady-state distribution of the
original uncontrolled PBN.

Furthermore, the perturbation bounds can be used as a kind
of measure for network selection. In general, genetic networks
are quite stable or, in other words, robust to small perturbations.
Hence a transition probability matrix representing a genetic net-
work should necessarily be robust to perturbations and the al-
teration in its steady state for small changes in the transition
probabilities should be minimal. In this context, it is appropriate
to mention that in the field of genomics, it is still not clear as
to what metric3 should be used to carry out network selection.
The available data in genomics studies are quite limited and this
can give rise to a number of possible networks that fit the data.
The selection among these different networks is a very impor-
tant issue and some initial approaches for doing this have been
proposed in the literature, e.g. [8], [19]. The perturbation bound
combined with other metrics could provide yet an alternative
approach for doing so.

IV. UNCERTAINTY CHARACTERIZATION FOR PBNS

Although the results in the last section were developed with
PBNs in mind, really they were focussed on how the uncertain-
ties in the probability transition matrix of a Markov Chain prop-

3Here metric refers to a type of distance function to differentiate networks
fitting the data. For instance, if two networks fit the data, the one with the lower
perturbation bound can be selected.

agate to its stationary distribution. Since PBNs can be modeled
using Markov Chains, such results are applicable to PBNs. In
this section, we focus on relating the results of the last section
more closely to PBNs by deriving explicit expressions to show
how different classes of possible uncertainties for a PBN would
translate into uncertainties in the transition probability matrix
for the corresponding Markov Chain. In Section V, we will de-
sign worst-case optimal policies for the specific uncertainties
derived in this section.

We consider a context-sensitive PBN consisting of
genes and composed of BNs with selection probabilities

. Furthermore, let be the network switching
probability and let be the perturbation probability. According
to the definition of Context-Sensitive PBN [13], the following
mutually exclusive sequence of events can occur at any time
point : 1) the current network function is applied, the PBN
transitions accordingly, and the network function remains the
same for the next transition; 2) the current network function is
applied, the PBN transitions accordingly, and a new network
function is selected for the next transition; 3) there is a random
perturbation and the network function remains the same for the
next transition; 4) there is a random perturbation and a new
network function is selected for the next transition.

Clearly, each BN will have states to and
the collection of BNs can be considered to have a set of
states. Let be the state that is
occupied by the network at time . Let

be any two states and define and .
Then the transition probability from to is given by [13]

(23)

where is the hamming distance between and
represented in binary digits, i.e., the number of

genes which differ between the two states

if transitions to
in a single step in network

otherwise
if (say)
otherwise

and

if
otherwise.

In (23), the first two terms correspond to events 1 and 3, re-
spectively, while the next two terms correspond to events 2 and
4, respectively.

In practice, it will be almost impossible to detect the BN from
which the current gene activity profile is being emitted. In most
cases, we will have knowledge only of the expression status of
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the genes. To handle such situations, we take the expectation
of the transition probabilities over the networks. To this end,
let be the decimal equivalent of the binary gene activity
profile at time . Then for any , the
averaged out transition probability is given by [13]

(24)

Substituting (23) into (24) yields

(25)

Let us denote by , the transition matrices of the
individual BNs. Then , represent determin-
istic transition matrices and hence each has a single nonzero
entry of 1 in each row. The second term of (25) is independent of
the constituent BNs or their selection probabilities and depends
only on the perturbation probability , number of genes and
the Hamming distance between states (which can be deter-
mined when is known). Consequently, the probability transi-
tion matrix of the context-sensitive PBN composed of BNs
is of the form

(26)

where the entries of are generated from the first term in
(25) and represents the entries corresponding to the second
term of (25).

Furthermore, the matrix has the form shown in the equa-
tion at the bottom of the page.

The individual terms of for
and are

if

otherwise

where different in the binary representa-
tion of and .

From (26), it is clear that the transition probability matrix of
an instantaneously random PBN composed of BNs is the same
as the transition probability matrix of an averaged context-sen-
sitive PBN. Thus, in the rest of this paper, the term PBN will de-
note both context-sensitive and instantaneously random PBNs.
For a PBN without perturbations, the transition probability ma-
trix will have the form

(27)

Two possible forms of uncertainty that might be encountered
during the inference of genetic networks are as follows.
Case 1) The number of BNs along with their network

transition matrices are correctly
inferred but the network selection probabilities
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are uncertain. We might have an in-
terval estimate of the selection probabilities, i.e.,

.
Case 2) The network selection probabilities are

correctly determined but there is uncertainty in some
of the functions of the BNs .

We separately consider each of these two cases:
Case 1 Uncertainty: For a transition from state to state ,
let denote the number of BNs allowing
such a transition. Then, from (25)

(28)

The intervals for corresponding to this case satisfy

(29)

Here the min (max) refers to the minimum (maximum) that
the summation can achieve. is a lower

bound for the min while is an upper bound for
the max but for specific cases, tighter lower (upper) bounds
can be achieved as shown in the next paragraph.
We consider a few representative cases. For ,
there is no uncertainity and . For

, the transition from state to is present in all
the networks and hence,
which results in
for . When a transition is present in only
one BN, i.e., , then the interval is

. For
, let be the BN which does not allow

the transition. Then
.

For other values of , a conservative estimate of the interval
is

(30)

This form of interval uncertainty in network selection prob-
abilities can be mapped to interval uncertainties in the tran-
sition probabilities. We refer to this uncertainty as being
characterized by an Interval Matrix Constraint.
The perturbation bounds in the last section were all derived
in terms of the induced -norm of the difference between

the estimated and actual probability transition matrices. In
order to make these results applicable to the interval ma-
trix uncertainty case, we can map the interval matrix uncer-
tainty into the -norm of the uncertainty in the probability
transition matrix.
Let denote the upper bound on the induced infinity norm
of the uncertainty in the probability transition matrix. If

, i.e., the number of networks is less than the
number of states, then the maximum possible value for
is . This is because from any state
, a transition will occur to one of the states

and the upper bound on the uncertainty is largest when the
states that transitions to in each of the different BNs
are distinct. This makes intuitive sense as dissimilar tran-
sitions from a particular state in the different networks
imply that considerable uncertainty would be involved in
the inference of the transitions from that state.
Case 2 Uncertainty: The ambiguity in the functions
forming a BN will give rise to a number of possible BNs
and consequently different PBNs. For a PBN composed of

BNs, let us suppose that the function for the first gene in
BN1 is uncertain and different functions are possible.
This will give rise to different BNs and consequently

different PBNs. Note that the uncertainty here is char-
acterized by the existence of a finite number of transition
matrices and we will refer to this uncertainty as being
characterized by a Finite Number of Transition Matrices
Constraint.

V. OPTIMAL INTERVENTION FOR THE WORST-CASE SCENARIO

In this section, our goal is to develop infinite horizon PBN
intervention policies that are optimal for the worst-case uncer-
tainty within a given uncertainty class. To do so, we will first
recall some facts and notation from [14] where we considered
optimal infinite horizon intervention for the nominal case, i.e.,
in the absence of uncertainty. As shown in [13] and [14], a PBN
with control can be modeled as a stationary discrete-time dy-
namic system

(31)

where for all , the state is an element of a space , the
control input is an element of a space , the disturbance

, which captures the randomness due to different sources, is
an element of a space and . In the
particular case of PBNs of genes composed of BNs with
perturbation probability and network transition probability ,

and the control input is con-
strained to take values in the space ,
where is the number of control inputs. We next explain the
basis for defining as above. Suppose the PBN has control
inputs , each of which can take on only the bi-
nary values 0 or 1. Then at any given time step , the row vector

describes the complete status
of all the control inputs. can take on all binary-vector values
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from to . One can equivalently repre-
sent the control input status using the decimal number

(32)

As takes on binary values from to ,
the variable ranges from 0 to . We can equiva-
lently use as an indicator of the complete control input
status of the probabilistic BN at time step . Therefore,

.
The disturbance is manifested in terms of change of net-

work based on the network switching probability or change of
state due to perturbation probability . The random disturbances

, have identical statistics and are characterized
by probabilities defined on , where is
the probability of occurrence of , when the current state and
control are and , respectively. is independent of prior
disturbances .

Another equivalent way to represent the dynamical system
(31) is as a finite state Markov Chain described by the control-
dependent one-step transition probability where for any

; and ,

(33)

In this paper, we will interchangeably use either representation
(31) or (33) depending on their suitability for a particular con-
text or a particular derivation.

We will consider a discounted cost infinite horizon approach
as in [14]. Similar to Section III, let us define to be the esti-
mated transition probability matrix and to be the actual tran-
sition matrix of the PBN. So far, we have considered three dif-
ferent classes of uncertainty: 1) an upper bound on the induced

-norm of the difference of the probability transition matrices;
2) transition probabilities in an interval; and 3) transition prob-
abilities selected from a finite set of transition matrices. We will
first carry out the development for a general description of the
uncertainty. Specific solution details for the three uncertainty
classes will be provided later.

When the transition probabilities are exactly known, the
states make transitions according to . In this
case, once a control input is chosen, the resulting controlled
transition probability matrix is uniquely determined. Let

represent a generic control policy and
represent the set of all possible s, i.e., the set of all possible
control policies.

Let denote the expected total cost for the discounted cost
infinite horizon problem under control policy and transitions

, i.e.

(34)

where denotes the discount factor and
represents the cost of going from state to 4 under the

4Note that a Markov Chain can be modeled by z = w [20]. Hence the
destination state is the same as the disturbance.

control action . As will be shown in the examples presented
in Section VI, is higher for undesirable destination states. For
the same destination states, is higher when the control is active
versus when it is not.

The nominal problem here corresponds to minimizing the
cost in (34), and consequently, the optimal infinte-horizon dis-
counted cost for the nominal problem is given by:

(35)

Due to uncertainties in the transition probability matrix, there
can be various possible transitions corresponding to any given
choice of control and, therefore, various ’s. Let us assume
that for each control action and time , the corresponding
transition matrix lies in some uncertainty set . This set
can be characterized in different ways. For instance, there could
be interval uncertainty associated with each entry of the con-
trolled transition matrix, or a bound could be specified for the
maximum deviation of each entry of the controlled transition
matrix from the corresponding entry of some reference transi-
tion matrix. Yet another uncertainty characterization could be
one where the controlled probability transition matrix has to be
chosen from a finite set of probability transition matrices.

With respect to time, two models of uncertainty are possible:
(i) Stationary (time-invariant) uncertainty model where the con-
trol-dependent transition matrices are chosen by nature5 once
and for all, and remain fixed thereafter; (ii) Time-varying uncer-
tainty where the control-dependent transition matrices can vary
arbitrarily with time, within some prescribed bounds.

Mathematically, a policy of nature signifies a specific col-
lection of time-dependent controlled transition matrices

chosen by nature, and the set of admissible poli-

cies of nature is where denotes the
Cartesian product. We denote by the set of stationary con-
trolled transition matrices:

for every (36)

For designing an optimal control policy based on the worst
case scenario, we would like to maximize the cost with respect
to the uncertainties and minimize the cost using control actions.
The resulting optimal cost for the stationary uncertainty model
can be represented as

(37)

In contrast, the time-varying uncertainty model leads to the fol-
lowing optimal cost:

(38)

Since , it follows that:

(39)

5Here nature refers to the concept of uncertainty or in other words, modeling
over which we have no control.
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The stationary uncertainty model is appropriate when we
know that the original genetic network is a time-invariant one
but our inference procedure can only provide estimates of its
transition probabilities within some intervals. The time-varying
uncertainty model is appropriate for the instances when we
know that the transition probabilities can change with time,
although within certain prescribed bounds. For infinite horizon
problems, it can be shown [21] that both the stationary and
time-varying uncertainty models produce the same optimal
cost. Accordingly, in this paper, we will stick to the stationary
uncertainty model.

The solution to the problem of minimizing the infinite horizon
nominal discounted cost in (34) has been presented in [14].
The optimal cost (or value function) is the unique solution of
a Bellman Equation and can be iteratively determined using a
recursive procedure called Value Iteration. The optimal control
is obtained as a byproduct of the steps involved in the value it-
eration process. These results form the basis of the optimal con-
trol solution even in the presence of uncertainty and, therefore,
we will briefly recall them here. To this end, let us introduce a
couple of definitions. For a given stationary controlled transition
probability matrix and any state , define to be
the row of that defines the transition probabilities from state

. Furthermore, for any initial state , define the value function
by , and the vector by

. Then, as shown in [14], the
value function satisfies the Bellman Equation6

(40)

Furthermore, the value function is the unique limit value of
the convergent vector sequence

(41)

We are now ready to state the solution to the infinite horizon
discounted cost problem in the presence of stationary uncer-
tainty. Intuitively, the robust versions of the Bellman Equation
(40) and the value iteration (41) can be derived by noting that,
in this case, we are focussing on the worst-case scenario and,
therefore, on the right hand sides of (40) and (41) must be
chosen to maximize and , respectively. These
ideas have been formalized in [21] and [22] and are summarized
in the theorem stated here.

Theorem V.1: For the infinite horizon robust control problem
(37) with stationary uncertainties on the transition matrices, sta-
tionary control policies and a discounted cost function with dis-
count factor , perfect duality holds, i.e.

(42)

6As shown in [14], the function ~g(z ; u ; w ) is replaced by a new function
g(z ; u ) by taking the expectation over the destination states.

The optimal value is given by , where is
the initial state, and the value function satisfies the optimality
conditions

(43)

where

(44)

Furthermore, the value function is the unique limit value of the
convergent vector sequence defined by

(45)

A stationary optimal control policy is ob-
tained as the that minimizes the right hand side of (45) once
the iteration has converged.

The theorem stated above supplies us with a value iteration
procedure [20] to construct control policies which are optimal
for the worst case scenario. The theorem is quite general and
does not focus on a specific characterization of the uncertainty.
However, to apply the theorem to obtain worst-case optimal
strategies, one will have to repeatedly carry out the maximiza-
tion in (44). This maximization problem can present different
levels of difficulty depending on the characterization of the un-
certainty. Following the discussion in Section IV, we will ad-
dress the solution to the maximization problem in (44) for 3 spe-
cific cases: (A) norm constraint: The uncertainty will be
characterized by an upper bound on the norm of the differ-
ence between the actual and estimated transition matrices; (B)
Interval Matrix constraint (Case 1 Uncertainty): The transition
probabilities are assumed to lie between two reference matrices
or in other words, the transition probabilities are in an interval;
and (C) Finite number of transition matrices constraint (Case 2
Uncertainty): The transition probabilities belong to a finite set
of matrices.

The solution to the maximization problem in (44) for the 3
cases are provided next. The proofs for Cases A and B are pro-
vided in the website http://www.gsp.tamu.edu/publications/ro-
bust/supplement.htm.

Theorem V.2. Case A: The maximization problem for the in-
finity norm takes the form: evaluate where

(46)

subject to the constraints , . Here, the
vector represents the appropriate row of a probability transi-
tion matrix, and the vector represents the corresponding ref-
erence row about which the perturbation must satisfy a 1-norm
constraint. Let us arrange the values of the components of in
ascending order and denote them by . The
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same order is used to sort the values of represented as . Then
the solution to (46) is

(47)

Theorem V.3. Case B: The maximization problem for in-
terval matrix constraint takes the form: evaluate where

(48)

subject to the constraints , . Here the
vector represents the row of a probability transition matrix,
and the nonnegative vectors and characterize the interval
uncertainty associated with that row. The corresponding solu-
tion is:

(49)
where stands for the positive part of vector .

Case C: (Finite number of transition matrices constraint) If
the uncertainty is modeled as a finite collection of transition ma-
trices, then for every control action ,
where represents a possible transition matrix. Let
denote the th row of the transition matrix . Then, the max-
imization problem corresponding to in (44) is:

(50)

The complexity of each step of the Bellman recursion for
the nominal problem (without considering any uncertainties) is

. For the robust versions, the one step complexities are
for Cases A and B and for Case C.

VI. WORST-CASE DESIGN EXAMPLES

A. Design for a Simple “Toy” Example

Let us consider 2 BNs each consisting of three genes. Their
state transition diagrams are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Both of
them have the same attractors (‘000’ and ‘101’) but their basins
are different. The states represented by decimal 0 to 3 (‘000,’
‘001,’ ‘010,’ and ‘011’) are assumed to be desirable with a cost
of 0 while states 4 to 7 (‘100,’ ‘101,’ ‘110,’ and ‘111’) are
marked as undesirable and each is associated with a cost of five
units. We will consider an infinite-horizon cost with a discount
factor of . For clarity of presentation, in this example the
cost of control is assumed to be 0. The perturbation probability

is set to be 0.01. The control action allowed is the flipping of
gene 3. For example, when we are at state “010,” we can flip
gene 3 to move to “011” or suppose in case of being at state
“111,” application of control can reset the state to “110.”

Case 1: We will assume for this case that the PBN is formed
from BN1 and BN2 but their selection probabilities are uncer-

Fig. 5. BN 1.

Fig. 6. BN 2.

Fig. 7. Control policies.

tain. The range of is assumed to be [0.2 0.6] and the range of
is [0.4 0.8]. Fig. 7 shows the robust control policy obtained

using these intervals along with the optimal policies for two spe-
cific PBNs, PBN1, and PBN2. PBN1 has selection probabilities

and , i.e.
while PBN2 has selection probabilities

and , i.e.
.

Table I shows the average cost per state for a number of
conditions. Column 2 represents the uncontrolled cost, while
columns 3 and 4 represent the costs of optimal policies designed
based on PBN1 and PBN2, respectively. Column 5 denotes the
cost of the robust control policy designed based on the afore-
mentioned intervals. Rows 2 and 3 contain the entries for PBN1
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TABLE I
AVERAGE COST TABLE

TABLE II
AVERAGE COST TABLE

Fig. 8. Control policies.

and PBN2, respectively, while row 4 contains the worst case cost
for each policy based on interval uncertainty.

We should note that the application of policy PBN2 OP7 on
PBN1 generates a reasonably high cost (17.611064) whereas the
cost with the optimal robust policy is much lower (11.846590).
The optimal robust policy is not the optimal policy for PBN1
as shown by the PBN1 OP cost (8.774967) but it minimizes the
worst case cost for both PBN1 and PBN2. The entries in the fifth
column are less than the maximum of the entries in columns 3
and 4, which agrees with the intuitive expectation that the cost
with the optimal robust policy will be lower than the worst-case
cost with any other policy. This example shows that the robust
policy design will be of considerable benefit in cases of interval
uncertainity when our objective is to minimize the associated
worst-case cost.

Case 2: For clarity of presentation, let us assume that the
PBN consists of a single BN which is either BN1 (Fig. 5) or
BN2 (Fig. 6). Thus, PBN1 is formed of BN1

and PBN2 is formed of BN2
. The optimal policy for each individual

PBN is shown in Fig. 8 along with the robust policy based on

7This policy is optimal for PBN2.

the finite number of transition matrices model. Let us consider
a particular state “110.” Observing the attractor landscape of
BN1 suggests that it is better to flip gene 3 at this state because
flipping gene 3 will take us to “111” which is in the basin of
a desirable attractor “000.” But for BN2, intuitively it appears
that flipping gene 3 is not beneficial as the state “111,” that re-
sults from flipping, is in the same basin as before. The robust
policy shown in Fig. 8 suggests flipping of gene 3 while at state
“110,” and this is based on the worst case scenario among the
two PBNs. Intuitively, this robust policy makes sense since the
cost of flipping has been assumed to be zero, and flipping gene 3
in BN2, although certainly not beneficial, is not detrimental ei-
ther.

In terms of numerical values, Table II shows the average
cost per state while applying different stationary policies. The
second column under heading Uncontrolled cost denotes the
average cost per state when no control is applied. The third
column refers to the average cost per state when the optimal
policy based on PBN1 is applied to both the PBNs. Similarly
the fourth column denotes the average cost per state when the
optimal policy based on PBN2 is applied to both the PBNs. R
policy Cost refers to the average cost per state when the robust
policy is applied to the individual PBNs. The table shows that
the expected per state cost for application of the robust policy
on PBN1 (8.893253) is much lower than the expected cost
(22.128735) for application of policy OP2 (which is optimal
for PBN2) on PBN1. Similarly for PBN2, the robust policy
expected cost (10.217805) is much lower than the expected
cost (14.125852) on application of OP1 on PBN2.

B. Design for an Example Based on Gene Expression Data

Simulations to study the robust policy design approach were
performed on PBNs derived from gene expression data collected
in a study of metastatic melanoma [23]. In this study, the abun-
dance of mRNA for the gene WNT5A was found to be highly
discriminating between cells with properties typically associ-
ated with high versus low metastatic competence. These find-
ings were validated and expanded in a second study in which ex-
perimentally increasing the levels of the Wnt5a protein secreted
by a melanoma cell line via genetic engineering methods di-
rectly altered the metastatic competence of that cell as measured
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TABLE III
AVERAGE COST PER STATE TABLE FOR1 NORM CONSTRAINT

TABLE IV
AVERAGE COST PER STATE TABLE FOR INTERVAL CONSTRAINT

by the standard in vitro assays for metastasis [24]. Furthermore,
it was found that an intervention that blocked the Wnt5a protein
from activating its receptor, the use of an antibody that binds the
Wnt5a protein, could substantially reduce Wnt5a’s ability to in-
duce a metastatic phenotype. This suggests a control strategy
that reduces the WNT5A gene’s action in affecting biological
regulation, since the available data suggest that disruption of this
influence could reduce the chance of a melanoma metastasizing,
a desirable outcome. PBNs derived from the same expression
data have been used in [11]–[14] for demonstrating earlier in-
tervention strategies.

We consider seven gene networks containing the genes
WNT5A, pirin, S100P, RET1, MART1, HADHB, and STC2.
Note that the limited number of samples along with the absence
of time-series data in human cancers restricts the ability to infer
a network with high precision. Reverse engineering can produce
a multitude of feasible PBNs instead of a unique one. We will
report results of simulation studies where it is assumed that the
actual transition matrix of the biological network varies within
a range of the inferred transition probabilities. Currently avail-
able steady-state data may not support this kind of modeling
but novel experimental techniques enabling the monitoring of
time-series data for the governing regulatory proteins using
imaging [25] might provide us with much better approximations
to the transition probabilities and, consequently, the bounds on
the intervals and the -norms can be made quite small.

The robust control strategies described in Section V and the
nominal (nonrobust) policies studied earlier in [14] have been
applied to the generated PBNs with pirin chosen as the control
gene ( signifying the state of pirin is reversed and
signifying no intervention) and .

The cost of control is assumed to be 1 and the states are as-
signed penalties as follows:

if and WNT5A is 1 for state
if and WNT5A is 1 for state
if and WNT5A is 0 for state
if and WNT5A is 0 for state .

The penalty assignment is based on the fact that for infi-
nite-horizon problems, there is no terminal penalty; instead, the
cost per stage contains the penalties of each state. Since our
objective is to downregulate the WNT5A gene, a higher penalty
is assigned for destination states having WNT5a upregulated.
Also for a given WNT5A status for the destination state, a higher
penalty is assigned when the control is active versus when it is
not.

We performed a number of simulations for robust policies
with both -norm and interval matrix constraints and also gen-
erated original nonrobust policies. Simulation results suggest
that for smaller values of in the -norm constraint, the poli-
cies obtained from robust design are very similar to the policies
obtained without taking uncertainties into consideration. Fur-
thermore, the difference in the infinite horizon costs on appli-
cation of robust policy and the nominal policy was observed to
be minimal. Here small refers to . Similar results
were obtained for the interval matrix constraint where the range
of intervals was less than 0.15. We next provide tables con-
taining the infinite-horizon costs for different conditions. Due to
space constraints, we will limit the enumeration to two PBNs.
Table III shows the average cost per state of two different PBNs
obtained from the Melanoma Data for different values of in the
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-norm constraint. refers to the uncontrolled cost for the
estimated PBN, indicates the worst case uncontrolled
cost, refers to the worst case cost when Robust Policy
is applied while denotes the worst case cost when the
nominal policy is applied. We notice that the worst case cost
for the nominal and robust policies are very similar for small .
Table IV refers to the average cost per state for the same two
PBNs but with uncertainties represented as interval matrices.
The value of the interval denotes the percentage range of the
transition probabilities. For example, an interval value of 0.10 in
Table IV specifies that the probabilities are between
and . We observe similar results here, the nominal policy
is quite robust and the fifth and sixth column entries are almost
equal.

These results support the practical validity of the bounds ob-
tained in Section III. Most of the transition matrices have per-
turbation bound8 and hence for small , the
changes in the steady state distribution will be small for any sta-
tionary policy. Consequently, the steady-state distribution cor-
responding to the stationary policy designed without taking un-
certainties into consideration will be close to the steady-state
distribution corresponding to the robust stationary policy. Here,
we have used a discounted cost approach and the cost function
for this formulation is closely related to the steady-state distri-
bution over an infinite horizon with a discount factor close
to 1.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have studied the robustness of some of the in-
tervention strategies that have been recently proposed for PBNs.
We specifically focussed on the infinite horizon problem and ex-
amined how uncertainties in the transition probability matrix of
the uncontrolled PBN show up in the steady-state distribution
of the controlled PBN. Since the steady-state distribution of a
PBN is thought to characterize the phenotype, our studies es-
sentially seek to examine the effect of network uncertainty on
the phenotype that would result from the application of inter-
vention strategies.

Through analytical derivation and simulation studies, we
demonstrated that the stationary infinite horizon optimal con-
trol policies proposed to date are quite robust with respect
to network uncertainty. The intervention strategies for PBNs
that have been proposed thus far are all limited to flipping the
expression status of one or more genes in the network, and this
is dictated by what interventions are implementable with the
currently available biological techniques. This limited class of
interventions ensures that the controlled probability transition
matrix is related to the uncontrolled probability transition
matrix via a linear transformation, and this is what made it
possible to establish the robustness results of this paper.

We also characterized different classes of uncertainty that can
arise in a PBN and determined how those uncertainties map into
uncertainties in the corresponding transition matrix. Further-
more, for each uncertainty class, we presented intervention de-
signs that are optimal for the worst-case scenarios. Such worst-

8For the two specific PBNs in the Tables III and IV, perturbation bound k is
0.796977 for PBN1 and 0.837857 for PBN2.

case designs are appropriate if the PBN is being used to design
cancer therapy since, in this case, we wish to avoid extremely
undesirable results.

In this paper, we have not examined how the uncertainties
in the various experimental steps involved in genetic regulatory
network modeling propagate downstream to affect the results
of the intervention. Future research should be directed at exam-
ining this uncertainty propagation and also obtaining less con-
servative policies.
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